
Listening, Learning, Leading...
Founder / Chief Executive Officer -  John Martin

This is our second newsletter following the launch of our new website in April 
2021. What a month of positive (and some collaborative!) feedback and the team 
are very pleased to see months of hard work come to fruition. Well done team!

Here at Plutus HQ, we continue to be responsive to what our colleagues, partners 
and the market is telling us - keep focused, keep healthy and keep sane! If all goes 
to plan we should be back to 'normality' next month, although in saying that, I am 
not sure whether 'normality' is what we want - I prefer the term or concept of the 
'next normal'. Let's keep positive.

This week's article - 'a headache for Investment firms'

In this issue I asked a good friend of mine and expert in his field of banking, Greg 
Solomon to write an article on MIFID II - this insightful article is on page 4. Thank 
you Greg for your commentary and update on MIFID II.

New offices in Luxembourg
Our new offices are open for business and thank you to the team that made this 
happen - unfortunately still operating remotely, but the phone is in and operational.
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• New offices now open - Luxembourg
• Product launch -  coming soon - Aspire
• Supporting CogX  from14 to 16 June

2021
• The Green page
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Plutus joins forces with Aspire Performance Improvement to launch a 
new Diagnostics service

COMING SOON!

COGNITION X - 2021
Supporting this event again this year!

14-16 June 2021

We will be at the CogX Festival 2021 this year! Join us, global leaders, 
CEOs, entrepreneurs, policy makers, artists, academics and activists – 

addressing the question “How do we get the next 10 years right? 
#CogX2021”

VISIT OUR BOOTH  - free virtual pass

https://cogx.live/festival_page/Plutus-Consulting-Group-Limited/
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THE GREEN PAGE
'Sustainability is not about biology, 
but 
John M
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about the choices people make ...'
artin, CEO, Plutus Consulting Group
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imate accords, says Friends of the 
oE). Credit BBC news

ing pressure from investor demand is driving organisations to re-think their ESG principles 
and policies, as we see significant inflows into sustainable investments.

ix - BP

Finding the right mix of green energy 
technologies for generating electricity 
will be crucial in reducing the global 
impact of pollution for the next 
generation.

The world therefore needs to shift away 
from fossil fuels to an energy mix 
dominated by low-carbon sources of 
energy – renewable technologies and 
nuclear power.

PLUTUS CONSULTING GROUP 
WILL BE TAKING THIS MESSAGE 
TO COP26 IN NOVEMBER 2021



MiFID II Regulations are a big headache for investment firms - Greg Solomon

Within the world of Financial Services, the MiFID regulations are supposed to be implemented but most firms are having a hard time doing 
so. The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (Directive 2014/65/EU) is a legal act of the European Union that continues to apply to the 
UK – but of course with changes because of Brexit.

In scope are sell-side firms, buy-side firms, market venues, credit institutions, data reporting service providers and even spread-betting 
agencies.

There are many challenges such as Pre- and post-trade transparency, Transaction reporting, Investor protection, Algorithmic Trading, HFT 
and Direct Market Access, Derivatives, and Transparency for Systematic Internalisers and Investment Firms trading OTC. Each of these is 
split into many sub-categories of concern.  The onus of responsibilities is really difficult.  Harder still is how to be sure you’ve covered it all. 
Firms may benefit from specialist consultancy advice to help them assess compliance as there’s over a thousand relevant regulations/
clauses (skipping the preambles), so having a traceability matrix of the requirements that can be filtered down to specific firm-types really 
helps.  You might want to buy this in instead of building it from scratch.

And who will you need to prove it to anyway?  Well, for MiFID I, UK regulators have fined £665k for market transparency failings, £162k for 
market abuse, and almost £220k for conflicts of interest, with a range of separate failings cited.  Regulators in France, Ireland and the 
Netherlands are coming down hard too.  And that’s before fines have started for MiFID II supervision.  Oh, and SFTR will be bigger on that 
front most likely.  So it seems time to get your house in order.

Will investors care? Well market transparency is important for one. Environmental, social and corporate governance is a hot topic too for 
instance, and in MiFID II terms it’s all about the Suitability regulations for the investor. I’ve been a trustee for a charity with funds to invest, 
and ethics caused many interesting meeting discussions on investment policy. They care. 

Why will the regulator notice?  Ignoring thematic theme visits from them, AQRs and so on, there are plenty of checks a firm should do 
internally to avert regulator oversight turning into deep MiFID scrutiny just from external clues.  There are databases (‘MDP’) that should be 
checked regularly by each firm to ensure what they report as market activity matches their counterparties’ view.  The regulator can see the 
gaps between firms’ reports or timeliness and focus their attention accordingly.  So why are most firms not bothering? Indeed only 18% of 
firms seem to check such data themselves, despite transaction reporting obligations to do so.  Many firms seem to need urgent help from 
specialists, such as consultancies, to help them navigate this problem and close down issues before the regulator visits.

For MiFID since Brexit, some firms have encountere exit 
and ESMA switched off the link with the FCA. The n tle 
differences in what to report to each NCA if you are  
that just leaves you needing to be sure that your tr  
necessary. However over-reporting is also a regulat ur 
trade reporting correct.  This often comes down to 

And if you leave some parts of your processing to a
can be hard to check and be sure. Firms are respon

Greg Solomon, Regulatory Consultant, Miura Devel

miuradevelopment 
www.miuradevelopment.com
#miuraconsulting

In the next issue:
• Roundup of the latest M&A
• Let's talk SPAC's!
• Workplace strategies for the
• The Green page will focus o
d operational or technical issues in processing both sets of FIRDS/FITRS files since Br
ew FCA FIRDS has stuck to the ESMA file formats for this reporting but there are sub
, say, an EU firm with UK branch with dual reporting obligations, or vice versa.  Then

ade routing is sending trades to the correct FCA/EU reporting system, or both where
ory issue, and reporting generally costs you fees per trade so it’s important to get yo
good data, golden sources, systems architecture and business controls. 
 third-party specialists, are you sure they are performing your obligations correctly?  It 
sible for checking and not the third parties. How do you oversee them?

opment

 news and survey results from our partners, GPMIP

 future - an insight
n ESG Data
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